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SOMMAIRE

Dans ce memoire, nous proposons 1'automatisation d'une portion du travail d'actualisa-

tion de donnees topographiques. Les modeles deformables, couramment appeles snakes,

s'averent une solution bien adaptee a cette problematique.

Un premier modele de snake destine a la correction d'elements lineaires telles les routes

est utilise avec 1'image radar. Nous introduisons dans ce travail une mesure automatique

pour 1'etablissement de certains parametres du snake. Ces derniers sont delicats a fixer et

contribuent grandement a la variation de la forme du contour final. Un deuxieme modele

de snake defini pour les elements de surface tels les lacs et les forets est employe avec

1'image multi-spectrale. Nous tirons profit de la theorie de 1'information pour automatiser

la definition des parametres de mixture associee aux differents types de regions d'interet.

L'utilisation de cette information en combinaison avec les proprietes differentielles du

contour nous permettent de proposer une nouvelle formulation de la deformation du

contour. Ce snake definit des regions pouvant contenir plusieurs textures compte tenu de

la nature de la zone d'interet. De plus, la deformation obeit localement a la dilatation

ou a la contraction selon Finformation de la scene observee sur 1'image. Dans 1'objectif

de reduire les effets de mauvaises definitions sur 1'image dans lesquelles Ie contour actif

evolue et de permettre une flexibilite quant au niveau de detail des elements actualises,

les deux modeles de snake que nous proposons sont formules a 1'aide des elements finis.
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Enfin, les resultats experimentaux effectues montrent la validite de 1'approche proposee.
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INTRODUCTION

A la fin des annees '80, Ie gouvernement canadien entreprenait Ie colossal travail de

batir une Base Nationale de Donnees Topographiques (BNDT). Le modele de 1'infor-

mation topographique y est vectoriel. Cette BNDT est mise en place grsice a plusieurs

sources d'information disponibles. Entre autres, les documents reprographiques associes

a la production des cartes topographiques sont balayes, transformes en vecteurs et ces

derniers sont structures. La diversite de la precision des cartes ainsi que la variete des

processus d'acquisition occasionnent une grande heterogeneite de la precision a travers la

BNDT. De plus, les dates de validite de 1'information varient considerablement. Certains

documents datent d'au-dela de 50 ans.

Le nouveau defi auquel font face les responsables de la BNDT et plus generalement tous

les fournisseurs de donnees topographiques est la maintenance de cette importante quan-

tite d'information. En efFet, 1'actualisation des donnees et 1'amelioration de leur precision

deviennent essentielles pour les applications a caractere spatial. Les processus d'actualisa-

tion actuels requierent 1'intervention de personnel qualifie afin d'interpreter et de modifier

au besoin Finformation de la base de donnees en considerant differentes sources de don-

nees precises et actuelles. En effet, 1'interaction humaine constitue la portion principale

et couteuse de la methode de maintenance des donnees topographiques.

Le travail d'actualisation de ces donnees se divise en trois operations distinctes: 1'identifi-



cation d'elements disparus, la correction d'elements modifies et Pacquisition de nouveaux

elements. Dans Ie cadre de ce travail, nous proposons 1'automatisation de la detection et

de la correction d'elements modifies. Un sous-ensemble des elements du dictionnaire de

la BNDT est aborde. Nous presentons une solution adaptee aux elements lineaires, plus

specifiquement, les routes ainsi qu une solution pour les elements de surface representant

les lacs et les for^ts.

Une des principales sources d'information pour la mise a jour est 1'imagerie satellite.

En effet, les recents developpements dans Ie domaine satellitaire et Ie besoin grandissant

dans Ie domaine de la communication offrent des images a des niveaux de resolution

d'iirfcer^t pour ce travail d'actualisation. De plus, Ie cout de ces images tend £i diminuer

avantageusement. Cette source d'information offre de grands avantages. En eflFet, une

couverture complete pour un grand territoire et la frequence de passage des satellites

permet d'obtenir une representation du territoire valide et actuelle. Les differents cap-

teurs (radar, optique, multi-spectral) oflFrent une information de laquelle il est possible

d'extraire davantage de details a 1 aide des technologies d'analyse d'image.

La problematique de mise a jour des donnees spatiales difFere de 1'acquisition initiale par

1'existence de la base de donnees elle-meme. En efEet, la base de donnees vectorielles que

nous desirous actualiser constitue une source d'information importante dans Ie proces-

sus d'actualisation. Afin de tirer profit des donnees existantes, il sufiit de deformer ces

dernieres selon une source valide et actuelle. Un nombre grandissant de travaux pour la

mise a jour basee sur Ie traitement d'image sont apparus ces dernieres annees [1] [13] [7] [8]

[5] [12]. Les methodes ayant retenues notre attention sont basees sur les snakes. Ces ap-

proches necessitent une initialisation d un contour qui, dans Ie contexte actuel, est fourni

par la base de donnees. Ce snake se deforme en fonction d'un equilibre entre 1'informa-

tion contenue dans 1'image nommee energie externe et une combinaison de contraintes

implicites a la forme du contour appelee energie interne. Le snake arrete sa deformation



lorsque Pequilibre entre ces deux forces est atteint. Les snakes s'averent done une solution

naturelle dans Ie contexte de ce travail.

Dans ce memoire, nous proposons un modele de snake base sur les elements finis. Ce

modele offre une bonne precision de la localisation et une flexibilite quant aux niveaux

de details desires. Nous avons developpe deux modeles de snake: ouvert pour les entites

lineaires (routes) et ferme pour les surfaces (lacs, forets). Nous utilisons des images radar

pour les routes et des images multi-spectrales pour les surfaces.

Pour les deux modeles, nous proposons une methode pour calculer automatiquement

certains parametres du snake. La definition automatique de ces parametres permet une

meilleure adaptation aux multiples variations de la forme d'objet que la topographie

comporte. En effet, la valeur de ces parametres du snake est determinee de fagon distincte

pour chaque objet a actualiser selon la forme du contour initial. De plus, etant donne

que la forme du contour final est grandement sensible aux variations de ces parametres,

Ie calcul automatique de ces derniers assure une adaptabilite et une efficacite dans Ie

processus d actualisation.

Ce memoire est divise en deux chapitres. Le premier presente une application de correc-

tion de route existantes dans une base de donnees a partir d'image radar. Nous proposons

Ie modele du snake ouvert base sur les elements finis. Nous introduisons aussi Ie calcul

automatique des parametres internes du contour. Le deuxieme chapitre decrit une solu-

tion pour la mise a jour d elements de surface a 1'aide d images multi-spectrales. Cette

version du snake ferme integre un modele de mixture offrant une grande adaptabilite aux

elements de surface. Les differentes mixtures sont definies automatiquement lors d'une

etape preliminaire au processus de mise a jour. Cette information nous permet de propo-

ser un snake ferme pouvant englober plusieurs textures representant des caracteristiques

differentes de la scene observee par Ie satellite. Enfin, la deformation locale repond au

besoin de dilatation ou de contraction de la surface selon 1'information contenue dans



1'image.



CHAPITRE 1

Actualisation automatique de bases de

donnees de routes a partir d'imagerie

radar a ouverture synthetique

Cette premiere partie du memoire presente un travail intitule Automated Updating

of Road Databases from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imagery: Integra-

tion of Road Databases and SAR Imagery Information [3]. Ce travail comporte

deux parties distinctes liees aux problemes de mise a jour d'information lineaire EI partir

d'imagerie radar.

Depuis quelques annees, de recents travaux proposent des approches pour la detection

d'elements lineaires sur des images issues de capteurs optiques [15][6][2][12][11][1] ou ra-

dars [16] [9]. Les travaux exist ants different par leur objectif, Ie type de traitement et leurs

resultats. Certains se concentrent essentiellement sur la detection de routes sur une image

[2] [12] [16] [15]. D'autres prolongent la detection en integrant un processus de transaction

avec une base de donnees [1] [11] [6] [9]. Ces derniers utilisent les informations issues de la



base de donnees pour parfaire leurs inferences. Quant au type de solution, la plupart des

approches etablies dans un contexte similaire au cadre du present travail proposent une

detection de ligne suivie d'un processus d'optimisation [1] [11] [6] [9]. Enfin, en observant

les methodes basees sur les snakes [1] [11] [9], nous constatons I'efFet important de la para-

metrisation du contour sur la forme des contours finaux en comparaison avec les contours

attendus. En efFet, dans Ie cadre des travaux existants, la valeur de ces parametres est

definie suite a des essais et erreurs a travers de multiples experimentations.

Nous proposons une solution entierement automatisee pour 1'actualisation de routes basee

sur la fusion des images radar et de 1'information contenue dans des bases de donnees

existantes. Afin de beneficier des detecteurs de lignes congus dans un contexte de bruit

additif, nous presentons un nouvel algorithme de restauration pour filtrer des images

radar tout en preservant les lignes. Les lignes resultantes sont raffinees en utilisant des

snakes. Le snake est formule en utilisant les elements finis c'est-a-dire qu'une route est

definie par seulement quelques points de controle. Ceci permet de contourner Ie probleme

de portion de route comportant un taux important de bruit par rapport au signal ou une

faible plausibilite. Habituellement, Ie modele du snake est controle par divers parametres

difficiles a fixer par essais et erreurs. Nous proposons une regle de calcul automatique pour

les parametres du snake. Notre approche est validee par une serie d'experimentations sur

des images de synthese et sur des images radar. Enfin, ce travail pourrait etre prolonge

par une etape de detection des nouvelles routes en employant les jonctions detectees a

proximite des routes existantes et par une etape de suivi de lignes sur 1'image.

Ce sujet de recherche a ete propose par Ie professeur Djemel Ziou. La realisation complete

du filtre pour Pimage a ete congue par Monsieur Layachi Bentabet. Ma contribution

s'inscrit au niveau de 1'implantation et de la validation du modele de snake lineaire realises

conjointement avec Monsieur Layachi Bentabet sous la supervision des professeurs Djemel

Ziou et Jean Vaillancourt. Un rapport technique [4] presentant cette solution complete a
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ete soumis a la revue IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing. Enfin, une

version abregee de ce rapport [3] a ete publie dans les actes de la quatrieme conference sur

la fusion d'information: FUSION 2001 organisee par International Society of Information

Fusion (ISIF) a Montreal du 7 au 10 aout 2001. Cette version apparait dans les pages

suivantes de ce chapitre.
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Abstract

This paper presents a fully automated road detection based on
SAR images and existing roads from a database. In order to
benefit from line detector derived for additive noise, we
introduce a new restoration algorithm to filter SAR images while
preserving the lines. Resulting lines are refined trough active
contours (snake) and contextual information. The snake is
reformulated using finite element allowing smaller structure to
process and effectiveness where the lines in the image may
exhibit significant gaps. The road is modeled only by few control
nodes. This allows to overcome road parts having low signal to
noise ratio. Usually, snake model is controlled by various
parameters that are difficult to fix by a trial-and-error process.
We propose a new automatic computational rule for the snake
parameters. Our approach is validated within a series of tests.

1. Introduction

Spatial database have been created and are becoming more and
more popular as a reference to many application domain. Current
problems for spatial information provider are to maintain and
increase the accuracy of this data with limited resources. Indeed,
some large topographic database are characterized by
inhomogeneous geometrical accuracy ranging from 4 meter to
more than 200 meters and validation date ranging from today to
more than 50 years old. Fortunately, images processing offer
increasing accuracy as for the geometric and temporal aspects. In
recent years, many approaches have been developed to deal with
the detection of linear features on both optic or radar
images.Looking at these approaches, we notice different criteria
distinguishing one another. First of all, the objective is slightly
different for each approach. Some are essentially concerned with
the detection of road feature in the image. Others extend this
detection work to enable a transaction process with a database.
These differences are also related to the initial data provided for
the context of work. Therefore, the input for each approach is a
criterion on witch they can be distinguished. Each proceeding
proposes a solution based on different algorithms and
combinations of theories. The frameworks can be compared from
the idea of solution proposed by each of them. Indeed,
approaches are based on common ideas like line detection
followed by an optimization process. Others present an
uncommon solution in the scope of the context considered. We
found that all the studied approaches introduce the idea of global
knowledge about road network. This common information
comes from different source for each framework. Yet, this
distinction is highly related to the idea of solution proposed but it

can be interesting to blend the approaches from this point of
view. Another criterion is the need of pre-processing and/or post-
processing steps. In fact, solutions involve both pre/post-
processing and some need none. This point of comparison is also
related to the idea proposed or to the initial data provided.
Finally and nonetheless, the results are an interesting criterion to
evaluate the strengths and highlight need of improvements for
each approach. Table 1 presents a survey of works on road
extraction in optical and SAR images through these six criteria.
In this paper, we are interested as [13] and [16] in the detection
of roads on SAR images. The proposed method could also be
extended to other images and linear features. The initial data in
our work comes from SAR images and existing road databases.
The main idea of the proposed method is a two step process: line
detection and optimization process provided with the snakes.
This solution is also presented in [7] and [16]. The approach is
fully automatic and contrary to [13][14] and [12], no heuristic
rules are necessary. The global knowledge is given by the road
database as for all of the surveyed approaches propose when
dealing with this knowledge. This knowledge is used to initialize
the snake re-localization process. By comparison with the
methods which involve snake re-localization in the roads
detection [7] [13] [16], the innovation of this work consists on an
automated solution for the snake parameterization. Indeed, the
roads database provide direct knowledge about geometrical roads
characteristics which will be integrated in the snake
parameterization. This work can also be distinguished by the use
of the finite elements approach in the snakes discretization
because it provides more accuracy and less time processing.
Another challenging problem consists on speckle in SAR images
which is characterized by a high degree of correlation and
(approximately multiplicative) signal dependence resulting in a
very low signal-to-noise-ratio. The speckle makes the automated
processing of SAR images very difficult. In [16] is proposed to
reduce the speckle before the roads localization process, but any
constraints are introduced to preserve the lines. To overcome this
problem, we propose a new restoration filter based on the
statistical properties of SAR images with additional constraint of
line preservation. An overview of our method is presented in the
second section. The third section focuses on the restoration
problem of SAR images. In the fourth section, we present the
active contour using finite element discretization. The fifth
section presents results obtained from both synthetic and SAR
images. Finally, the conclusion of our work is discussed in the
last section.

2. Overview of the method



The context of our work offers two sources of knowledge:
SAR imagery and roads database. The database provides
the high level knowledge to refine the roads localization.
As the roads coordinates in the database are near the real
road's location in the image, the database is then used as
an initialization for the localization process. In this
context, the natural solution to be used is the snake
approach. This approach is based on a minimization
process of an internal and external energy [6]. First, the
external energy is described by the low level knowledge
given by the pixel gray level of the image. Since roads are
bright or dark lines in the image, the external energy may
be the plausibility of the line produced by a line detector.
The problem is that most accurate line detectors are
designed for images with additive noise. When applied to
SAR images, these detectors results on noisy detection
with high false-alarm rates[13]. In this context, a new
optimum minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
restoration filter of images with multiplicative noise, that
preserves lines, is designed to obtain approximately
additive noise. This filter is optimized to preserve the lines
in the image. To perform the line detection step, we
choose Ziou's line detector algorithm [8] because it
provides rapid detection and accurate lines. Secondly, the
internal energy is defined by the geometry of the snake
such as length, rigidity and elasticity. The implementation
of Snakes using finite elements offers a better precision
than finite differences [17]. Therefore, we use the finite
elements method to discretize the snakes with a basis of
Hermite functions. These functions are characterized by
their low number of degrees of freedom, and are
inherently very smooth. Thus, the snakes becomes more
effective in tracking tasks involving noisy images where
the structures may exhibit significant gaps in the images,
as it is the case for roads in SAR images. Furthermore, this
approach reduces the time process because of the
reduction of control points involve. Finally, having a near
Snake initialization from the roads database, we propose
an automated parameter calculation for individual roads
according to their average curvature issued from the
database. The general scheme of our algorithm is:

1. Restoration filter of the SAR image;
2. Extraction of lines for the external energy using

Ziou's line detector algorithm [8];
3. Re-localization of each road using the optimized

active contour approach.

3. Speckle reduction

Speckle noise is usually modeled as a correlated signal-
dependent random phenomena, where first-order statistics
follows an exponential low. The speckle results on a low
signal-to-noise-ratio[4][5]. These properties make difficult
the automated processing of speckle-corrupted images.

Woods and Biemond [2], and Frost et al [1] have
addressed the problem of restoration of SAR images
corrupted by speckle. An optimum minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) estimation of images in multiplicative noise
was exposed. In this section we adapt this approach to
preserve lines. Having the assumption of multiplicative
noise for speckle, the following model will be used:

l(x,y)=[r(x,y)n(x,y)]®h(x,y) (1)

where ® is the convolution operator, r(x,y~) is the desired
image, n(x,y) is a signal-independent fading noise
component, and h(x,y) is the point-spread function of the
radar system (antenna, receiver, and correlator).

In equation (1), the speckle noise is considered as a
stationary random process having the following separable
spectral density function [3]:

S^-V^WA(^)--S^S^(2)
where A{x) = 1 - \x\ for \x\ < 1, and zero otherwise, // is
the local average intensity, NL the number of looks, and Q,
is the noise bandwidth. Thus, the speclde process is
modeled as a band-limited noise process containing only
lower spatial frequencies. The restoration filter must
preserves the linear features contained in the image. We
limit ourselves to the case of separable filters. That is, we
can tackle this problem in only one dimension. Let us
consider the profile of a line in the image given by:

r(x)=e~a^ ,witha>0. (3)

The spectral density function of the image profile is:

2a
Srr(u)=

a2 + 471 V
(4)

The purpose here is to provide a restoration filter m(x,y)
which gives an unbiased linear estimation of r(x,y) as
exposed in the following equation:

r=-7+m(x,y)®[l(x,y)-T] (5)

where F and I are respectively the averages of the
image and the restored image. The mean-square error,

2E" , is given in equation (6). The MMSE filter of
2restoration m(x,y) is the one witch minimize £A



E2 =E[[r(x,y)--r-(l(x,y)-T)®m(x,y)]2 } (6)

The minimization of E^ leads to the restoration filter
(MMSE), which can be expressed in the one dimensional
spectral domain as following:

M(u)=-
1 nS,,(u)

_S^u)®S^(u)+72S^u)+n2S^u)^
(7)

The main question concerns the properties of the point-
spread filter H. If we assume this filter to be finite band
width, this produce artifacts due to Gibbs phenomena and
bluring effect in the spatial domain. In addition, M will be
infinity for the zeros of H, which gives an amplification
for these frequencies and produces additional artifacts.
Thus, H should have infinite bandwidth (e.g., H(u) =1).
This allows us to focus on the problem of filtering
multiplicative noise only. The values of the restoration
filter M are obtained by substituting Snn, and Srr in
equation (7) by their values given by equations (2) and (4).
Final formula is too long to be transcripted here. Owning
the separability of the filter M, the filter in the two
directions u and v, as presented in figure (1), is obtained
by the product of M in the direction u and M in the
direction v:

M(u,v)=M(u)M(v) (8)

0.1 V o^u
1.7 2.1 ^ w

Figure 1: The shape of the restoration filter with a =0,5
(left), and a =1 (right).

Figure (2) shows a SAR image and the smoothed one by
using the restoration filter M. The speckle in homogeneous
zones is reduced and, subjectively, lines are preserved.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: a) SAR image corrupted by speckle. b) After
speckle reduction with a=0,45.

3. Road detection
3.1 Snake modeling

As we mentioned earlier, we want to refine roads
localization provided by database using snake model.
Active contours models or snakes were introduced by
Kass et al [6] as a novel solution to the low-level imaging
task of finding step edges. A snake is a parametric curve
which is allowed to deform from some arbitrary initial
location towards the desired final location by minimizing
an energy function. The minimization of the energy
function gives rise to spatial forces that act upon the
contour to deform it by translation, stretching and
bending. Constraints upon the snake are introduced to
provide smooth localization. The Kass model incorporates
two internal energy terms acting to constrain the solution
by imposing conditions related to contour smoothness and
regularity. In the continuous domain, the snake is defined
as a parametric curve, v(s,t~)=(x{s,f),y(s,ty), where s is a
parameter advancing along the snake and is related to arc
length. The snake minimize an energy function based on
internal and external constraints at time t [6] :

(9)

'tot ~ 'l^int ' ^ext

=?/J|alH +Pl|v"| \ds^xmax^)ds
s v / s

where Eext is the external energy, E,ni the internal energy
and rj a regularization parameter.

The external energy represents the image forces (f(,x,y)~)
attracting the snake. In our case, this force is the line
plausibility (f{x,y) = -Amax{x,y)~) given by the line detector
algorithm [8]. Figure (3) shows a synthetic image with



simulated roads and the corresponding line plausibility
image.

Figure 3: a) Synthetic image with simulated roads, b) Line
plausibility image.

The internal energy represents the snake's capacity to

distort. 0:1, f3j e9^ , v and v are the first and second
|2

partial derivatives in s. The term |v [s,t^ influences the

|2
snake's length (or tension) and |v [s,t^ influences the

curvature (or rigidity) of the snake. The parameter r] can
be absorbed by a and /3 {a = ^ and /3 =TJ^]).
Minimizing equation (9) is equivalent to resolve the
simplified Euler equation:

Y ^v(s,t} _. "/ ,\ , o '"7 _ .\ ^Eext(v(s't}• - av [s,t)+ (3v [s,t) = -""e^yv"'' (10)

where v is the fourth derivative in s. The parameter y
represents the viscosity of the curve. The higher the
viscosity, the greater the inertia and the slower the
evolution of the curve.

3.2 Snake discretisation

In computer vision, partial derivative equations such as
equation (10) are usually implemented using finite
differences [18] [19]. Few works are devoted for finite
elements [11][15][17]. Finite element is a simple approach
widely used in engineering. This method offers an
accurate discretization of the derivatives leading to higher
accuracy. Also, finite element optimize time processing
since it copes with fewer elements. Considering these
facts, finite element for this framework is the most
appropriate implementation solution. Discretizing the
parametric curve v{s) into finite elements leads to an
expression for each element given by:

(11)ve(^(N(s)).[v

where, ^•••^ denotes row vectors and [•••] matrices or

column vectors. N(s) is the set of shape or basis functions
(N^(s),N^(s),...,N^(s)) defining the form of the
interpolating curve and Y is a two-column matrix

[Xe,YeJ of control nodes. Thus, as shown in figure (4)
the curve v(s) can be approximated using finite elements
v\s):

"M-ZV'W (12)
e=\

-^- Tt

Figure 4: Discretizing a curve with finite elements.

Considering the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz element
method [15] and referencing to the energy functional, we
derive for each element e the following:

w. =J^7fa(<;v^)>H)2+p(M)H)21^BXe J3X'

+J-^7^)^ (13)
s

and

|^=J^(°(<^)>-H)2^(M>-H)>
+I-^7^)^ (14>

where Xe and Y are respectively the first and second
columns of the elemental control-nodes, V€. Ns{s) and
Nss(s) respectively are matrices of the first and second
derivatives of the elemental shape functions. Detailed
information on the differentiation of the snake is given in

Appendix A. The minimization of E^ leads to

3£,tot _

3y(
= 0 , thus:

(a.[^]+(3.M.H+H4eH+H=0 (15)



where: [k,]= ^N,[(N,)ds and k^^N^(N^ds
,? ,$

(16)
If we consider all the elements of the snake, we obtain the
global equations system:

M-H+H=o d?)

where, [ve]=[v1 V2 ••• VNJ is the vector

containing the nodes of the snake, [K] and \Fe\ are
respectively the global system matrix and the global force
vector. The temporal derivative in equation (15) is
approximated by:

^=^-(^i)T-^r) (18)

Rewriting Equation (17), with the temporal derivative

term, for V^\)T Ylelds an iterative equation :

^=(/+^] ( •e __ l Fe
/nT ~^rnT (19)

where /is the N x N identity matrix and K is a N x N
matrix which depend on a, ft and the shape of the
interpolating functions. The elements of K are determined

by Equation (16). V^j- gives the position of the elements
nodes at the iteration n. The most convenient form of
interpolating curve for this application is that of
piecewise-polynomial curves having a continuous
derivative. For this application, we choose to use cubic
Hermite curves because they possess C7-continuity.
Interpolation with a cubic Hermite basis requires
specification of both curve extremities and their
derivatives. Discretization of the curve with the cubic
Hermite basis is explained in Appendix B. Performing the
necessary calculus with the cubic Hermite curves, we
obtain the following kj and k^ matrices :

k, =
120

4-721

-7 136 -131 2

2 -131 136 -7

^=^

1 2
2 -5

-7

4 -1

and

-5 14 -13 4

-1

-13 14 -5

4-52

(20)

The global matrix K is obtained by assembling kj and k^
for the whole snake elements. This matrix is built with
special treatment for the first and the last nodes of the

snake. Indeed, the first node can not be treated according
to the Vn-i node and similar, the last node can not take into
account Vn+2 node.

3.3 Automatic parameter determination

According to equation (10), the snake model is controlled
by three parameters. First, y controls the speed of
evolution of the snake. Secondly, a controls the stretching
of the snake during the localization process. Finally, /3
impacts on the bending capability of the snake (rigidity
parameter). These parameters are difficult to be correctly
establish. Indeed, they are generally fixed through lengthy
trial-and-error testing process. In addition, the final snake
location is greatly sensitive to small variation of these
values. We propose, in this section, rules of definition for
these three parameters, y in Equation (19) is given by
[10]:

Y=

3^.

Vn-A
(21)

where A is the mean progression of the curve, and n the
number of pixels of the snake. The initial y must be
determined arbitrarily or by the user. We keep the same y
until the total energy of the curve increases and then we
recalculate y. The internal snake force serves as a
smoothing constraint. Therefore, the external image force
is moderate by the tension (a) and the rigidity constraints
{,3). Considering that the current initialization comes from
existing information from a database, the initialization
provides good information on the shape on the localized
roads. Indeed a is estimated knowing that the roads to do
stretch significantly. Small values of a constraint the
snake to limit the stretching effect, and large values allow
significant length changes during the localization process.
With the assumption the length of the road does not
change much from the initialization to the final
localization, a may be fixed at near zero. The rigidity
parameter /3 is estimated from the average curvature of the
initial roads issued from the database. This allows us to
integrate the global geometrical characteristics of each
road in the snake process. The following equation gives a
measure of the average curvature:

curv=^-\^(l-cos(Qi))2^ (22)

As showed in figure (5), 0, are the angles between two
successive segments of the initial road from the database,
L is length of the considered road. For 9, e [-71, n], the

average curvature belongs to [o,l} Indeed, the curvature is



maximum (equal to 1) when the angle between each two
successive line segments is equal to TC or -n and is

minimum (equal to 0) when the angle is 0.

Figure 5: Calculation of the average curvature of a road
segment.

The rigidity parameter /3 is inversely proportional to the
average curvature measure:

(3=(3^.(l-2-cM/:v)

where, 0 < (1-2 • cur^)< I since we suppose that the angle

71 , 71
between two road segments does not exceed -— (or - —

and ftmax is the maximum value assigned to the rigidity
parameter /3. For all our tests the ftmax value is fixed
empirically at 100.

3.4 Algorithm

In this framework, the proposed algorithm takes as input
the road database coordinates and a SAR image of the
same region smoothed with the proposed restoration filter.
The final output can be the initial SAR image with
highlighted roads and/or new road definition coordinates.
To summarize the correction step, for each road segment
we do the following:

1. Initialize a snake curve with data base roads.
2. Compute the j8 parameters for the snake.
3. Line detection.
4. Compute V(n+])T from equation (19).
5. If the total energy of the curve decreases then

increment t and go to step 4.
6. If the total energy of the curve increase,

recalculate y, increment t and go to step 4.

4. Experimental results
4.1 Synthetic images

The snake model was first tested on a synthetic image
(Figure (5)). The image contains three simulated roads
with different curvatures. The first road is straight, the
second contains average curvatures and the third contains
high curvatures. Gaussian noise with cr= 20, and gaussian
blur with cr= 1,5 are added to the image. Since the noise is

additive, the developed restoration filter is not applied.
The snakes are initialized from a simulated roads database.
In some parts of roads, the initialization is far from the
exact road location. The snake initialization from roads
database is in white in the image. The localization result
for each road segment is represented in black. As the
snake length does not change significantly from the
initialization to the final localization, the tension
parameter is then fixed to a small value for the three roads
(0=0.03). The rigidity parameter /3 for each road segment
is calculated according to the average curvature of the
road segments. Small values of /3 allow high curvatures in
the snake and high values will keep the snake straight.
Thus, the parameter /3 for the straight road is equal to 90,
for the road with average curvature, ? is equal to 50 and
for the curved road it is equal to 20. Figure (5) shows us
that just doing the suitable adjustment of the snake
parameters accurately localizes the roads and their
intersections.

Figure 5: Roads localization on synthetic images.

4.2 SAR images

We illustrate the proposed method on real radar images
showing the potential of the method and the difficulties
remaining to solve. Figure (6-a) is a part of an
RADARSAT SAR image centered on Stephenville with
25 meters resolution. At first, the speckle was reduced
using the developed restoration filter, with a = 0,45. In
this image, roads are linear features with both bright and
dark signals. In this case, we take into account in the
external energy of snake that a road can have two different
profiles: one black and the other white. We first calculate
the external energy corresponding to the white roads
which is then combined with the energy of dark roads. The
tension parameter was set at 0.03 for all roads. The
rigidity parameter /3 for each road segment is calculated
according to the average of the road curvature. Thus, the



parameter ft for the first road is equal to 90, for the
second road, /3 is equal to 50 and for the third road it is
equal to 20. Figure (6-b) shows the snake initialization in
white and the final result in black. We can also see that the
roads and their intersections are accurately localized. In
those regions where there are significant gaps, the snake
converges and, as a result, gives an accuracy localization
of the road. This was guaranteed by the smoothness of
Hermite basis and the direct integration of the geometric
features of road in the snake parameterization.

w.

Figure 6: a) Smoothed original RADARSAT image, b)
Roads localization: 1) Road 1, 2) Road 2, 3) Road 3, 4)

gapped region.

Appendix A

The differentiation of the snake is performed with respect
to the control nodes as follows:

=|a.(k].(N,)).H+p.(k,].(iV,,)).H.A3Xe •;

+I-^7^)'^ (A-1)

and

w =j».(k].(Af.)).H+p.(k,].(w,.)).H.<feaye

+I-^L(^)-^ (A-2)

Equation (A.l) and (A.2) may be combined into a single
matrix equation:

dEl =j("-(k]-{^})+p-(k].{^)))-H.dVe ;

+^mJ-ds (A.3)
s

Without regard to the specific form of shape equations to
be used. Equation (A.3) will reduce to the form of the
following equation:

5L=(a.fc]+p.M.H+[/(v')]44KH(
A.4)

where: fc]=jkj-{^)-^ and
s

^=jkJ-{A^)-^(A.5)
s

Appendix B

In this appendix we describe the steps to follow for the
curve discretization. The cubic Hermite basis is defined as
following [9] :

By(s}=2s3-3s2+l

5,(.)=-2.3+3.2

B^(s)=s3-2s2+s

B^(s)=s3-s2

This basis define a vector of the above shape functions :

(B{s)}=(B,(s),B,(^(s),B,(s)) (B.2)



The vector of control nodes defining on element of a
piecewise parametric curve is given by :

V.

H= Vn^

Dn

^1

(B.3)

where the end-derivatives, Dn, are specified as the default
slopes:

Dn=/2- ^ ~ v^ ) and D"+l = /2 • ^n^ ~ vn ) (B-4)
Thus any point in one element of the curve is defined by:

•(s)={B(s)}-[v'\ (B.5)

It is helpful at this stage to rewrite Y making use of the
definition for D,, and Dn+i given by Equations (B.4). Thus
the matrix equation for a point on the curve may be
written explicitly in terms of control nodes as following:

y.

ve(s)=(B,(s),B^\B,(s),B,(s))
y,n+1

^(^l-^-l)l
/^2-Vn)

=(N,(s),N,(s),N^(s),N,(s)}^

V,n-1

V.

y,71+1

y,n+2.

-W-[v1}

This provides a modified set of cubic Hermite shape
functions:

N(s)=

_ I/,3 ^,2 _ \/

3/^3 _ 5/s2+l

-%-3+2J2+M-
1/.3_1/,2

(B.6)

'2J /r
The corresponding vector of control nodes is given by:

^n-i-

ly"
1^1
L^2_

ve = (B.7).
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CHAPITRE 2

Actualisation d elements de surface en

utilisant les modeles deformables et des

images multi-spectrales

La seconde partie de ce memoire presente Ie travail A Combined Estimation-Deformation

Model for Area Detection: Application to Topographic Area Feature Update

[10]. Ce travail propose un modele de snake ferme pour la detection de surface a partir

d'images multispectrales.

Un nombre grandissant de methodes de captage d'information spatiale basees sur Ie

traitement d'image sont apparues ces dernieres annees. Les methodes ayant retenues notre

attention sont basees sur les snakes. Une solution reposant sur les snakes s'impose d'elle-

meme compte tenu du contexte du travail. En effet, 1'existence des donnees vectorielles

permet 1'automatisation de 1'initialisation du processus de deformation des contours. Les

approches traitant des elements de surface proposees jusqu'ici traitent des images a bande

simple [7] ou multispectrale [5] [8]. La majorite des travaux appliques a la topographie

9



proposent une energie externe basee sur les statistiques des regions d'interet [7] [5]. L'idee

de combiner 1'information statistique et de gradient a ete introduite pour des applications

du domaine medical [14].

Nous proposons une solution automatisee pour la detection de surfaces sur des images

multi-spectrales en considerant aussi 1'information topographique contenue dans une base

de donnees. Les surfaces initiales provenant de la base de donnees sont modifiees en les

deformant selon Ie contenu de 1'image multi-spectrale. Le modele du snake presente dans

Ie chapitre precedent a ete adapte en integrant une contrainte supplementaire liee a la fer-

meture du contour. L'energie du snake provient des proprietes difFerentielles du contour,

du gradient de 1'image et des informations statistiques qui forment les zones d'interet.

Une zone peut etre composee de plusieurs textures suivant une loi Gaussienne. Les para-

metres statistiques sont estimes lors d'une etape d'apprentissage prealable au processus

d'actualisation des surfaces de la base de donnees. Les statistiques et Ie gradient sont

traduits sous forme de probabilite. Le probleme de deformation revient a maximiser Ie

maximum a posteriori (MAP). Ce travail difFere des travaux existants par: la detection

de regions comptant plusieurs textures et par la possibilite de deformation autant vers

1'interieur telle une contraction que vers 1'exterieur telle une dilatation du snake. Notre

approche est validee en utilisant des images Landsat 7 et les donnees de la base nationale

de donnees topographiques (BNDT). L'apprpche proposee permet d'entrevoir 1'actualisa-

tion de plusieurs regions de meme nature pour une scene complete d'une image Landsat

7 en des temps de traitement raisonnables. Les operations de calcul des parametres sta-

tistiques et du gradient sont effectues qu'une seule fois pour toute les regions de meme

mixture. Par exemple, Ie temps de traitement pour la deformation des etendues d'eau sur

une image Landsat 7 ne depend que de la dimension des regions. En efFet, la dimension

de la structure du snake devient Funique critere influen^ant Ie temps de traitement.

La problematique des caracteristiques de zones d'interet comportant plusieurs textures a

10



ete posee lors d'une visite au Centre d'lnformation Topographique a Sherbrooke (CIT-S).

Mon implication dans ce travail se situe au niveau de la conception, de 1'implantation et de

la validation des algorithmes pour ce modele de snake ferme, pour 1'integration du concept

des mixtures et a la double possibilite de mobilite du snake (expansion et contraction).

La definition de 1'equation d'energie a ete congue conjointement avec Monsieur Layachi

Bentabet. Enfin, ce travail s'est deroule sous la surpervision des professeurs Djemel Ziou,

Jean Vaillancourt et du chercheur Monsieur Costas Armenakis du Centre d'Information

Topographique a Ottawa (CIT-0). Finalement, un article [10] decrivant cette version

du snake ferme a ete soumis et accepte au Symposium of Commission III ("Theory

and Algorithms") de la Societe Internationale de Photogrammetrie et de Teledetection

(Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing - ISPRS) qui se tiendra en septembre

2002 en Autriche. Cette version figure dans les pages suivantes de ce chapitre.
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A Combined Estimation-Deformation Model for Area

Detection: Application to Topographic Area Feature Up-

date
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ABSTRACT:

This paper presents a fully automated approach for area detection based on multi-spectral images and features from a topographic
database. The vectors residing in the database are refined using active contours (snakes) according to updated information provided
by the multi-spectral images. The conventional methods of defining the external energy of the snake based on statistical measures or
gradient-based boundary finding are often corrupted by poor image quality. Here a method to integrate the two approaches is
proposed using an estimation of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) segmentation in an effort to form a unified approach that is robust
to noise and poor edges. We further propose to improve the accuracy of the resulting boundary location an update of the snake
topology. A number of experiments are performed on both synthetic and LANDSAT 7 images to evaluate the approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Topographic databases are gaining popularity as a reference
tool in many fields of application. The providers of topographic
information are currently concerned with how to maintain data
updated and also how to increase its accuracy with limited
resources. Moreover, the evolving needs for current basic
spatial data requires reliable and fast processing methods to
address these concerns. This problem could be overcome
through image processing techniques, which allow increasing
accuracy of both geometric and temporal features. An
increasing number of methods for updating spatial information
based on image processing began to appear in the latest years.
From the proposed methods, we are mostly interested with
those based on the snakes. The proposed approaches deal with
different type of images, mainly with single band satellite
(Bentabet et al, 2001; Horritt, 1999) or airborne (Auclair-
Fortier et al., 2001) images and from different type of sensors
such as radar or optical. The snake model is defined according
to the geometry of the target feature. Some works present linear
snakes to search linear features such as road (Bentabet et al,
2001; Auclair-Fortier et al., 2001). Others present closed snakes
to obtain a description of area features such as water regions
(Horritt, 1999).

In this paper, we propose a method to update existing area
features from a given topographic database using of multi-
spectra! images. The available database vectors provide an
interesting initialization for the area localization process. In this
context, the closed snake approach was presented as a natural
solution. The main contribution of this work is the formulation
of the external forces, which deform the snake by combining
both statistical and boundaries information.

The region-based and the boundary finding measures provide us
with complementary information. By reviewing the existing

works focusing on the integration of region-based information
with boundary information, we conclude that they are mainly
made within image segmentation framework (Chakraborty and
Duncan, 1999). The boundary-based methods have superior
localization properties. Also, they are robust to changes in the
gray-level distribution since they look at the derivative
information. However, they often give high rate of false edges
due to textured regions. In addition, a weak response is
produced when far from the boundaries of the area. The region-
based and especially statistical methods supply a good model
for textured regions and good response when far from the edges.
Furthermore, region-based methods have the advantage of being
less susceptible to noise than other methods that involves
derivative information. Unfortunately, these methods suffer
from the problems of poor localization and over-segmentation.

As pointed out in the above discussion, the region and boundary
based methods have their different advantages and
disadvantages. This brings us to the fact that integration
methods are likely to perform better than either of the methods
alone. An integration method will combine the complementary
strength of these individual methods and decrease their
drawbacks, as pointed out in (Chakraborty and Duncan, 1999;
Pavlidis and Liow, 1990; Tek and Kimia, 1995). Many works
have addressed the problem of combination ofregion-based and
boundary-based methods. Some studies focus on the AI
techniques, which define a set of mles in order to deal with
conflicting situations (Pavlidis and Liow, 1990). Another way
of achieving combination is the reaction-diffusion method (Tek
and Kima, 1995). However, the problem is that if any one of the
processes makes error (e.g., a false edge), it is propagated to the
final solution. Chakraborty et al. propose to use the game
theoretic method. The game theory as a concept has its roots in
decision making under a conflicting and often hostile
environment. This method processes by maintaining the
modularity of the system involved and by allowing the modules



(i.e., region-based and boundary-based modules) to interact by a
decentralized mode of decision making. The contribution of
each module is determined by achieving the Nash equilibrium.
This method allows high performance when applied to noisy
images, especially when applied to deformable models.
However, the existence of the Nash equilibrium (Chakraborty
and Duncan, 1999) depends on weighting parameters of the
goal function. While for simple problems it might be simple to
mathematically choose right values for the weights, often, for
complicated problems, it is almost impossible.

Our goal here is to develop a fully automated formalism for
integrating boundary finding and region-based methods. This
formalism will be used to model the external force acting on the
deformable model. The region-based modeling is achieved at a
global level by a statistical characterization. Thus, the cluster of
interest could be considered as being a mixture of distributions.
The boundary finding part is handled by the gradient
information. Since the gradient defines a measure of non-
homogeneity in the pixel neighborhood, its response is modeled
as a potential function, that generates a Gibbs distribution of a
Markov random field (MRF). The combination relies on an
approximate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate that gives
the likely segmentation according to the observed data. In order,
to resolve the conflicting situation that could appear, each part
of the MAP is weighted by a measure that ensures the selection
of the suitable MAP configuration. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the deformable
model approach as introduced by Kass et al., 1988 and the
snake discretization using finite element used in this framework.
Section 3 details the methods for both region-based and multi-
spectral boundary finding formulation respectively. In section 4,
we introduce the MAP combination and conflict resolving
formulation for the external forces calculation purpose. In
section 5, we resume the final algorithm. Finally, in the rest of
the paper, we show and discuss the results obtained on both
synthetic and LANDSAT7 images. A conclusion is given with
the possible extensions of our work.

2. DEFORMABLE MODELS APPROACH

Active contours models or snakes were introduced by Kass et
al., 1988 as a novel solution to the low-level imaging task of
finding step edges. A snake is defined, in the image plane (n,m),
as a parametric curve of the curvilinear abscise, r, by
v(n,m)=v(n(r,t),m(r,t)). The snake is allowed to deform from
some arbitrary initial location within an image towards the
desired final location. Thus, the use of snakes involves a two
steps process being an initialization and the iterative minimizing
process. To initialize the snake, we first perform the
discretization of the database vectors. The final snake location
is obtained through minimization process acting upon the global
energy of the snake defined as follows (Kass et al., 1988):

Etot(t)=E,nt(t)+E^(t) (D

where E^i(t) is the external energy, E^(f) the internal energy.
As described in classical snake modeling approach (Kass et al.,
1988), the internal energy acts as a stabilizer to the external data
irregularities. The standard internal formulation is given as
follow:

^r(?)=f [^'(r.^ +4"M P" (2)

where a and ft are Tikhonov stabilizers which controls
respectively the elasticity and rigidity of the snake. In active
contours framework, the external energy, E^(t), is used to
derive the external forces, F^i(.t), which act on the snake to
deform its shape and location. The relationship between
external energy and forces is given by the following equation:

Eext{t'}=^F^{v(r,t}}ds (3)

As mentioned earlier, the initial location of the snake is
provided by the database vectors. In the next step, the initial
vectors are approximated by parametric curves. This task is
undergone by the use of the finite elements method (FEM). The
FEM enables accurate discretization of derivatives and smooth
shape representation for the snake. The interested reader will
find all details in (Bentabet et al., 2001). To summarize, the
discretizing of the parametric curve v(r) by FEM leads to an
expression for each element given by:

ve(r)={N,{r),N2(r),....Nn{r)).

n J

(4)

where, N,(r) define a vector of interpolation polynomials. In our
case, the interpolation is carried out using a Hermite basis

function. The two-columns matrix Ve = \Xe ,Ye } contains the

coordinates of the control nodes which are inserted at regular
intervals of the initial curve issued from the database.
Consequently, both snake topology and location will be entirely
defined by the knowledge of the control nodes. Therefore, the
segmentation purpose can be described as being a process of
estimating the suitable values for the control nodes coordinates
that minimize the global energy of the snake energy defined in
equation (1). The estimation of these parameters to find the
boundary is posed as an optimization process, where a MAP-
based objective function measures the strength of the boundary
given the set of control nodes. In the following sections, we will
elaborate in more detail the calculation of this term from the
image data. The snake evolution is governed by a partial
derivative equation of motion obtained by resolving the Euler
Lagrange equation (VEtoi=0) which can be expressed as follows
(Bentabet, 2001):

, 9v(r,r) ^2v(r,t} , ^ 94v(r,r) _ 3F^ (v(r,;))
9t 3r' ^ 3v

(5)

where y controls the speed of evolution of the snake. A
discretized form of Equation (5) can be derived using the finite
elements formalism, which yields the following iterative
process:

(n+7)T I+^-K
-1

'e_-Lpe_
'nT~~rinT (6)

where I is the NxN identity matrix. K is an NxN matrix which

depends on a, ft and the shape of the interpolating curves. V y.

gives the location of the element nodes at iteration n.



3. EXTERNAL FORCES CALCULATION

The calculated external force is defined as a function of the
region and the boundary information. We assume that the image
can be modelled as a collection of homogeneous regions of
uniform or slowly varying intensities. Let the image data be
described by a random field Y defined on a rectangular grid, S,
of N points, and the value of Y at a point s e S will be written as
Vs. When necessary the points in S will be explicitly written as
integer pairs (n,m). X will denote the random field of a given
segmentation of Y into uniform regions. Lowercase x and y will
be realizations of the X and Y respectively. The probability
P(Z=z) is written as p(z).

3.1 Statistical Measure

By definition, topographic features could be described by more
than one texture. Indeed, for example, both hardwood and
coniferous trees are included in a vegetation region definition.
Also, these two types of forest can appear separately or in
mixed areas. Thus, the statistical properties of the targeted area
are computed assuming the region of interest is described by a
number of textures being normally distributed. We propose a
mixture estimation process independent but necessary for the
region localization. Indeed, the definition of the mixture
parameters for different type of topographic feature in an image
can be recorded in a database and used as a prior knowledge.
This information is essential to the snake process but can be
defined in an earlier step.

The statistical information is described trough a number k of
Gaussian distributions with the mixture proportion, pj, the
expected value of the argument, ^y, and the covariance matrix,
Zj with j e [1, A:]. The dimension of fij and £j are related to the
number of bands available in the multi-spectral imagery.
Indeed, the definition of these parameters through n bands
provides /i/ vectors of dimension n and Zj matrix of size nxn.

3.1.1 Statistical prior knowledge

The goal is to define the ideal number of textures contained in a
sample region witch describes the data. Recent studies (Olivier
et al., 1999) propose an iterative algorithm for normal mixture
definition. This operation is a two steps iterative process. It is
done using the Expectation - Maximization (EM) algorithm
assuming an adequate initialization of the parameters values for
a given number of distributions. The objective of the EM
algorithm is to maximize the log-likelihood in an iterative
manner. The maximization step is performed by updating the
estimated parameters as follow:

_^
1 V.-.

Pj:=^2^wv
i=l

JL
;•

//; =— ^ ,w;;.-J-Np,^-

^-^^{y'-^y'-fjj

(7)

(8)

(9)

where Wy, is the weighted mean component membership for
each realization, y', and each component j and N is the number
of items in the sample. The expectation is estimated by:

pjfj[yl]

Z/=7P^[
(10)

where fj (y ) evaluates the Gaussian probability density function
(PDF) defined as follow:

^^^M"M]-
(2^)i ^|Z,|

(11)

The second step consists of evaluating the balance between the
accuracy of the model and the number of components.
Evaluating the Minimum Description Length (MDL) of the
model provides this measure as follow:

N
MDL(k)=-^log^fj^y^+^mlogN (12)

i=l j=l

where m is the number of parameters in the k Gaussian model
defined as follow:

m=(k-])+k^n+-^n{n+l)\ (13)

The mixture model that minimizes the MDL criterion
corresponds to the appropriate mixture model for the region of
interest.

Since the statistical characteristics of the area are estimated, a
goodness function based on these statistical features can be
derived. Indeed, this function will define the region probability
measure part of the external energy.

3.1.2 Region Probability Measure

Considering a realization of the field Y noted, y, the aim here is
to evaluate p(y\x). The statistical goodness measure is based on
the calculation of a distance, i/^y), that evaluates the proximity
of a pixel to the statistical properties of the region. This value
can be defined using the Mahalanobis distance. This distance
for a sample y from /x is defined as follow:

MTz-7 M (14)

Having k textures for a given region, we associate to the sample
y the smallest distance from all k distributions defined within
the region. In order to consider this value in a generic way, one
must take into consideration the number of bands from the
multi-spectral image involved. Since we assume that y follows a
Gaussian distribution, we know that the Mahalanobis distance

follows a %^ distribution (Saporta, 1990) with n degrees of
freedom (n being the number of bands for the multi-spectral
image). Thus, we can set a threshold value based on some
confidence value (0.005% for instance). This threshold value
will serve to normalize the calculated distance for tested
samples and also to identify outliers. Thus, the goodness
function, i//(y), can be defined as follow:



/min,g [i,^] ((y - /^, )T E,^. ~1 (y - ^))v{y> <^""""" ^' (15)

where (^ is a threshold given by the %^ table value according
to the dimension of the data and the desired confidence value.
From Baysian inference, the joint probability distribution,
p(y,6), comprises two parts, a prior distribution p(0) and a
likelihood p(y\0). In this framework, we do not consider the
prior distribution of 0, p(0) in the evaluation of the closest
distribution nor for the goodness function. The idea is to
consider the closest texture according to the Mahalanobis
measure for a candidate as the unique potential.

By observing the distance defined by equation (15), we find that
when it is greater than 1, odds are that this pixel is outside the
region. On the opposite, as the value decreases near zero, the
indication of being inside the region increases. This information
allows the definition of the direction of growth and also the
counting of changes of direction for a control point of the
snake.

Finally, the likelihood p(y^x) when the snake evolves inside the
considered region (i.e., y<y)<l), is given by a Gaussian
distribution as follows:

^y\x)c 1

{271
exp- [y{y] (16)

For cases, where the snake is outside the considered region (i.e.

l/^y)>l), the likelihood is described by a translated form of the
Gaussian given in equation (16). The general case is defined as
follows:

7i(y\x)c 1

(1^
exp-(My)-2()2) (17)

where 2i is the translation applied and for a given integer, ;",

y(y)e[2i-l,2i+l].

3.2 Boundary Probability

The aim here is to provide a single gradient image given as
input a multi-dimensional set of images. In order to integrate
the contrast information contained in the various channels into
one meaningful result, Drewniok, 1994 extended in a formal
way a gray-level edge detector to multidimensional image data.
The integrating approach combines the contrast information
coming from the different spectral channels in a well-founded
way. The resulting gradient image gives a suitable description
of area boundaries well adapted to the purpose of our
framework. Assuming that the ; channel produces an image
Ii(n,m):

/;• (n, m) = /?; (n, m) + N, (n, m) (18)

where R,(n,m) is the ground truth and Ni(n,m) is an additive
Gausssian noise. The produced gradient image, G(n,m), is
corrupted by false-edges due to noise. The plausibility of false
edges follows a Rayleigh distribution (Voorhees and Poggio,
1987). In order to distinguish real edges from false ones,
Voorhees proposed to estimate statistically a threshold that

separate these two populations. The threshold is calculated
according to the estimation of the peak of the Rayleigh
distribution. The threshold, K, required to remove noise with a
confidence value of 99% is defined as follows:

K-3^/.
'^'

(19)

where // is the mean of the Rayleigh distribution. The estimated
threshold has been proven to be reliable by Rosin (Rosin,
1995). We assume the plausibility of the true edges being
described by a single distribution. Let fJ,g be its expected mean

value. As for the Mahalanobis distance discussed in Section
(3.1.2), one need to normalize the gradient values in order to
keep both measures (gradient and statistics) in the same
numerical range. Therefore, we define the normalized gradient
at a given position ys as follows:

G{y,)=_^)
^

(20)

The segmentation field, x, has an isotropic nature and its
distribution is strictly defined in a local neighborhood.
Thereafter, we use an MRF to model it (Bouman and Sauer,
1993). Using the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the density of x
is given by a Gibbs density on the form:

.L;[wp{x}=-^e (21)

Here, Z is a normalizing constant and the summation is over all
cliques C. A clique is a set of points that are neighbors of each
other. The clique potentials Vc depend only on the pixels that
belong to clique C. They are inversely proportional to the
homogeneity of the contour plausibility in the immediate
neighborhood of the considered pixel, Xs, (Bouman and Sauer,
1993).

Since the gradient defines a measure of non-homogeneity and is
evaluated in the immediate neighborhood of y,, its response
could be handled as being a transformation that maps the gray-
level of Vs to the potential function Vc(Xs) . This relation is
carried out in a proportional manner as follows:

Vc(^)-G{y,) (22)

In view of this, the MRF field will henceforth be written in the
following, simplified fonn (where the constant of
proportionality in 22 is dropped for the sake of computational
ease):

^^=le-G(y.}
is}~~^t

4. COMBINATION

(23)

As mentioned earlier, the segmentation purpose can be
described as being a the estimation of the suitable values for the
control nodes coordinates that minimize the global energy of
the snake. The estimation of these parameters to find the
boundary is posed as an optimization process, where a MAP-
based objective function measures the strength of the boundary



given the set of control nodes. The maximization ofp(x\y) given
the control nodes could be written as follows:

x=argmax\ ]~[^(^|^
Ve ^seS

(24)

By applying the Bayesian formulation, the combined probability
p(x\y) in equation (24) can be expressed as follows:

^(x\y)= p[x)p(.1.)
~W} (25)

In the following, we ignore the term p(y) because it is supposed
to be a prior knowledge and it does not modify the MAP
estimation. Thus:

x = arg max\ ]~J p(xs )p[ys [x^ ] \ (26)
V ^seS

By replacing p(Xs) and p(ys\Xs) by their respective expressions,
x could be evaluated in terms of the snake curvilinear abscise,

r, as follows:

x^argma^ ]-[ ^-G(vM),-^ (vM) | (27)
Ve [v(r)eS z

It is clear that equation (27) combines the statistical and the
gradieat-based measures in order to find the optimal
segmentation. The main question is to know if the formulation
given below allows a constructive integration of both provided
measures. In other words, we intend to investigate the behavior
of the MAP and determine if the two parts acts in such a manner
to preserve the same objective everywhere in the image. This
could be carried out by a qualitative analysis of the MAP.
Indeed, when inside a textured region but far from the area
boundaries, the statistical part may indicate that a pixel under
investigation have a high confidence to belong to the region of
interest. However, the gradient value can indicate that the pixel
belongs to the area boundaries. This means that the gradient do
not distinguish between the right area edges and those generated
by the texture or the noise. In such situation, the gradient and
the statistics are in conflict. Since, the MAP estimation is
obtained by the product of these two parts, the decision made
will be altered. Otherwise, when the pixel under investigation
belongs to the area boundaries, its membership given by both
gradient and statistics will be low. The two parts behave
simultaneously to exclude this pixel from the segmented area.
Knowing that the statistics suffers from a poor edges
localization, the joint decision made could be affected.

To resolve this conflict, we propose the use of a weight to set
the contribution of each part into the MAP estimation. The
weight will act as a smooth switch, which gives priority to
statistics when the pixel is far from the area boundaries. Also,
when the pixel is closer to the edge, the priority will be
transferred to the gradient. The modified MAP is given as
follows:

x = arg may\
ve

j-[ Le-^WV^-T}y/2W}
v(r)e5z

(28)

where 7 is a weight parameter resolving the conflict as
described above. In the experimental results section, we propose
a formulation to set this parameter.

The MAP estimation will be maximized during the evolution of
the snake. This is performed by setting the external force
proportionally to the combined probability p(Xs\ys). The final
expression of the external forces will be:

F^w)-le-^Gw^-Tyw (29)

Finally, the partial derivative equation that govern the snake
motion given by equation (5) can be rewritten as:

[r.t] "i \ /, ""
Y——t—ocv [r,t)+j3v [r,t}=

_i-f-L.-^(vML-(^2(vM)
9vlZ

(30)

This is equivalent to say that the evolution of the snake is
equivalent to the estimation of the control nodes that maximize
the criterion given by equation (28). This estimation is
constrained by the snake topology described by the terms in the
left side of equation (30)

5. ALGORITHM

The proposed algorithm is divided in a two steps process. The
first step evaluates the statistical mixtures for different type of
area based on typical sample over an image. The localization
step defines the new position of every existing area of the
database on the image. The operations performed over each area
vector can be summarized as follow:
• Set the initial snake parameters.
• Until the snake energy is not minimum:

• Set the external force of the snake from equation (29);
• Compute the new snake location using equation (30).

While the minimization process is running, the snake a and ft
parameters are decreased in parallel in order to enable the snake
to fit accurately to the high curved parts of the area borders.
This decrease of the snake parameters is done by multiplying
them with a constant factor, A, smaller than one (0.75 for
instance). Also, updating the control nodes of the snakes
optimizes the iterative energy minimization process. Indeed,
two principal operations are performed: addition of new control
points as the snake expands and deletion of control points
whenever parts of the snake shrink at a point where control
points overlap. Finally, the external energy factor is moderate
considering the changes of direction for a node. The idea is to
slow down when oscillations occur until it reaches its stable
point.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From the experience of existing works, it has been established
that it is difficult to set the rigidity and the elasticity parameters
of the internal energy of the snake correctly (Horritt, 1999). In
this work, we calculate the rigidity parameter ? from the



average curvature of the initial database vectors as proposed in
(Bentabet, 2001):

P=Pmax\l-^rv^\ (3D

where Pmax is the maximum value assigned to the rigidity
parameter, cum is a measure of the average curvature of the

snake initialization using the segment of the database. The
parameter q defines the degree of relationship between the
curvature and the rigidity parameter. The elasticity parameter a
is set to a value near zero in order to allow the snake to stretch
according to the external energy only.

We propose a formulation for the r parameter based on the idea
of giving priority to statistics when the snake evolves far from
the boundaries and transfer this priority to the gradieat when
near the area boundaries. In this context,, the rparameter is set
by an estimation of the proximity to the area boundaries that
could be deduced from the normalized Mahalanobis, y, as
follows:

7=
1, (y(v(r))e [0.95,7.05]
0, y{v{r))e [0.95,7.05]

(32)

The proposed approach was first tested on synthetic images
presented in figure 1. The first result presents a region defined
by 2 textures on 3 different layers (a), (b) and (c). The initial
vector that served to initialize the snake is shown in white on
image (d). An intermediate image of the iteration process shows
the snake on images (e) and the final result is presented in
image (f). Specific parameters values for this result were 0.85 as
the decreasing factor, A, the Mahalanobis threshold value was
based on a confidence value of 0.0005, internal parameters ec at
0.05 and P at 30.

(d) Initial vector (e) After 35 iterations (f) Final result

Figure 1. Experimental results on synthetic images

The approach was then experimented on Landsat 7 images
using 7 bands (30m resolution, we ignored band 6) to update
features of the Canadian National Topographic Database
(NTDB). The presented result in figure 2 show a homogeneous
water region. The vector initializing the snake is shown in white
on image (a) over enhanced band 2 of the Landsat? image.
Notice the lighter region inside the water area due to dense
vegetation covering part of the lake and mostly obvious on this
specific band. The mixture evaluation clearly defined two

textures for this type of area that initially seems to be
homogeneous on other bauds. Over the enhanced image of band
4, an intermediate result of the snake process is presented on
image (b) and the final result is presented on image (c). The
specific parameters values for this result are the same as the
previous example.

(a) Initial vector (b) After 70 iterations (c) Final result
Figure 2. Experimental results for water region on

Landsat 7 images

Finally, results of the experiment on 7 bands of Landsat 7
images for textured regions like vegetation are shown in Figure
3. Notice that is difficult to visually delineate this kind of area
on any of the bands. We present the result on an enhanced
image of band 8 (15m resolution). The initial snake is presented
in image (a), an intermediate image of the snake process is
shown on image (b) and image (c) presents the final result. The
only specific parameter different from the previous examples is
the decreasing factor, A, that was set to 0.7.

(a) Initial vector (b) After 40 iterations (c) Final result

Figure 3. Experimental results for vegetation area on
Landsat 7 images

7. CONCLUSION

Our work demonstrates the importance of using snakes and
multi-spectral images for updating existing spatial area
information. We propose a promising automatic approach for
the update of existing vectors in topographic databases. The
combined statistics and gradient information for the external
energy allows the snake to grow in both directions and provides
complementary measures to precisely guide its deformation.
Indeed, the proposed weighted MAP estimation strategically
takes advantages of their respective strengths and overcomes
their drawbacks. An efficient implementation using finite
elements has been proposed for accurate localization. Finally,
experimental results demonstrate the reliability of the approach.
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CONCLUSION

Dans ce memoire, nous avons presente les modeles deformables (snakes) comme outil

pour 1'actualisation des donnees topographiques. Les snakes permettent de modifier les

elements spatiaux dans un processus non-supervise. Notre methode integre 1'information

de haut niveau contenue dans les bases de donnees. En effet, les entites de la base de

donnees servent a initialiser Ie processus d'actualisation. La source d'information valide

est fournie par 1'imagerie satellite. L objectif de la deformation du vecteur initial est de

correspondre a cette nouvelle information dans 1'image.

Un premier travail concerne une application de detection de route a partir d'image radar.

Ce travail propose Ie modele de snake ouvert base sur les elements finis. En se basant surla

geometrie des routes, nous proposons une methode de calcul automatique des parametres

internes du snake. Des resultats experimentaux sur des images synthetiques et radar

demontrent que notre methode localise precisement les routes. Grace aux elements finis,

la detection s'est averee particulierement efficace dans Ie contexte d'image hautement

bruitee. L'article decrivant ces travaux a ete soumis a la revue IEEE Transactions on

Geoscience and Remote Sensing. Enfin, une version abregee de ce rapport a ete public

dans les actes de la conference Fusion 2001 [3].

Un deuxieme travail concerne un modele de snake ferme pour la detection de surface.

Les regions d interet sont caracterisees par un certain nombre de textures. Une etape
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d'apprentissage automatique des mixtures permet de definir Ie nombre de textures ainsi

que leurs parametres respectifs. Cette connaissance a priori au processus de la deforma-

tion du snake permet de faire evoluer ce dernier dans les deux directions. Ainsi, nous

introduisons une nouvelle fonction d'energie combinant les caracteristiques statistiques

des regions d'interet et les informations de contour. La robustesse de cette approche de-

montre des resultats conformes au besoin de la cartographie numerique avec des images

Landsat 7. De plus, la capacite a se deformer dans les deux directions repond adequa-

tement a la realite de la problematique adressee. Des resultats experimentaux avec des

images Landsat 7 pour des regions de lac et de vegetation montrent la valeur du poten-

tiel de notre approche. Un article decrivant cette version du snake ferme a ete soumis au

Symposium of Commission III ("Theory and Algorithms") de la Societe Internationale de

Photogrammetrie et de Teledetection (Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing

- ISPRS) qui se tiendra en septembre 2002 en Autriche [10].

Finalement, ces deux travaux demontrent que 1'approche basee sur les snakes est un outil

prometteur pour 1'actualisation des donnees topographiques existantes. Des extensions au

niveau du modele de mixture pourraient ameliorer la caracterisation des regions d'interet.

Par exemple, la mixture pourrait inclure des contre-exemples, des distributions autres que

Gaussienne, des moments d'ordre superieur et enfin, un modele base sur les patrons ou les

mixtures hierarchiques. Au niveau du snake^ un controle local des parametres regissant les

contraintes de la deformation permettrait une adaptabilite superieure pour des formes de

la topographie non-uniformes. Nous pensons que ce controle local pourrait etre integre en

utilisant les volumes finis. Dans un contexte d'interaction avec un expert du domaine, il

serait interessant d'integrer au snake une obeissance a une energie issue d'une commande

de 1'operateur. Concernant Ie traitement de 1'image multi-spectral, nous croyons qu'un

detecteur de ligne multi-dimensionnel serait un outil d'interet dans Ie contexte ou la

resolution de 1'image permet d'extraire des elements lineaires. Enfin, la detection de
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nouveaux elements de surface non-existants dans la base de donnees pourrait etre semi-

automatisee avec un modele deformable ayant la possibilite de changer topologiquement.

Un tel modele exigerait un minimum de temps de la part d'un operateur pour la detection

de regions presentant des formes complexes.
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